
COVID-19 Crisis: Exceptional extension of PNR life  

Overview: 

With the current COVID-19 situation, travel agencies need to easily handle 
passenger servicing for any booking that has been cancelled due to these 
exceptional circumstances. In the current situation this is not always possible 
around the original time of travel. 

To facilitate post sales servicing (e.g. refund, exchange, reissue), Amadeus will 
extend the PNR retention for any Amadeus PNR created by an Amadeus travel 
agent and containing cancelled flights, from any airline, originally scheduled from 
April 22nd until June 30th 2020. 

The extension of the PNRs will be for one year from the date of the last fight 
segment on the PNR. Once extended, the PNR shows an RF line with EXTEND 
PURGE <extended purge date>. 

Value: The extension of PNR retention will help travel agencies manage after 
sales servicing for any Amadeus PNR affected by flight cancellation due to COVID-
19. The PNR purge date is extended automatically by the Amadeus system 
without any manual action needed from the travel agent.  

The Travel Agent sees the new targeted purge date from the PNR by reading the 
RF line. 

Illustration: The PNR purge date is usually four days after the last date of the last 
flight segment in the PNR. Amadeus is extending the purge date by one year from 
the date of the last air segment in the itinerary for PNRs containing: 

 At least one flight segment from any airline with a travel date starting from 
April 22nd until June 30th, 2020.  

 At least one flight segment with cancelled status, i.e.  a cancellation action 
has been done on the PNR.  

 Flight segments with issued documents. 

The PNR retention extension process will be re-run every few days to identify 
PNRs with newly cancelled flights. 

Implementation guidelines 

No action is needed from the travel agencies to request for this extension of the 
PNRs purge process. This will be automatically done by Amadeus for all the 
eligible PNRs. 



Detailed description 

This Amadeus initiative aims at allowing travel agents to access all the 
information present in their PNRs longer than usual so that they can easily modify 
the booking and documents impacted by COVID-19 as per the airline’s 
recommendation (e.g. propose a refund, offer a voucher, keep the original 
document value to be used once it is possible to travel again). 

The impacted records are Amadeus PNRs created by Amadeus travel agents with 
at least one ticketed flight with a travel date from April 22nd until June 30th, 
2020. 

The PNRs in scope have been updated by a cancellation action on an air segment, 
including cancellation updates done via: 

 an incoming TTY message with the following status: UN, NO, UC, CX, 
HX, IX, PX, XL, XX. 
 one of the following user entries: XE, XI 

As an example, let’s consider the following PNR: 

RP/NCEXX0200 HE/SU  10JUN19/1510Z   P7EEA4  

  1. SAMPLE/PNR MR     

  2  6X 750 E 10MAY 7 HELLHR HK1  1315    1335 

1425   *1A/E*                                             

  3  6X 365 E 25MAY 7 LHRHEL HK1  1440    1510 1605   *1A/E*       

 The PNR purge date with usual set-up is May 29th, 2020. 

Because of the PNR retention extension, this passenger name record will be active 
until 25th May 2021 (latest flight date + one year). 


